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Abstract- Industry 4.0 is a term used for next-generation production systems. It involves the use of cyber-physical systems, 

Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing and artificial intelligence to increase the efficiency of operations. Advancements in 

information technology paved the way for this revolution. Organizations are increasingly adopting these technologies to enhance 

their productivity and remain competitive in the market. This paper discusses the role of Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) 

in the Industry 4.0 scenario. The development of FMS has led to greater productivity, reduced costs, improved quality and 

increased system reliability. Therefore, FMS can be applied in synergy with Industry 4.0 automation to get greater benefits. The 

paper also briefly discusses the industrial revolutions, applications, challenges and limitations of Industry 4.0 in the current 

scenario. Finally, the paper concludes with the future scope of advancements in the field of industrial automation. 
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Introduction 

 

The First Industrial Revolution started in 1760 in England and reached the United States by the end of the 18th century.  The 

revolution led to a shift in production methods from handicrafts to machinery through the use of water and steam power. The 

significant reduction in production time and material costs positively impacted several industries such as glass, mining, textile, & 

agriculture. 

 

The Second Industrial Revolution began in 1871 and ended in 1914. It was also known as the Technological Revolution. In 

this period extensive railroad and telegraph networks were laid out which led to an increase in the exchange of ideas and faster 

transfer of electricity. Modern production lines were also developed due to which mass production of commodities such as steel 

became possible. This period saw an increase in productivity which resulted in great economic growth but as many workers were 

replaced by machines there was also a surge in unemployment.    

 

The Third Revolution also known as the Digital revolution began in the 1970s in which computers, Boolean logic, transistors, 

microprocessors were developed. Later more advancements were made such as cellular phones, the internet and 4G network. 

These innovations revolutionized conventional manufacturing and business processes [1]. 

 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0 refers to the rapid change to technology and manufacturing processes 

through cloud computing, IoT, autonomous robots, and additive manufacturing technologies. The term was coined by the World 

Economic Forum Founder and Executive Chairman Klaus Schwab in 2015. Companies are using these technologies to develop 

smart factories which utilize advanced sensors and data for better efficiency and decision making [2]. 

 

http://www.jetir.org/
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Fig 1: Components of Industry 4.0 

 

Jerome H. Lemelson, an American industrial engineer and inventor, developed the concept of a flexible manufacturing system 

in the early 1950s. FMS focuses on automating machine cells operating as a system, consisting of processing workstations, 

automated material handling, and material storage. It utilizes computer controls to enable machines to identify and distinguish 

among different part styles processed, perform quick changeovers of operating instructions, and perform physical machine setup. 

FMS solves the problem of customization of orders as it can produce a wide variety of products at high speeds. FMS consists of 

two main categories: routing flexibility & machine flexibility. Routing Flexibility refers to the system's ability to the change order 

of operations and produce new product types. Machine Flexibility consists of the ability to absorb large-scale changes, such as in 

capacity, volume or capability and to use multiple machines to perform the same operation on a part [3].   

 

Historically, most of the applications of flexible machine systems have been in drilling and milling operations, using NC and 

CNC machining centres. FMS applications were uncommon for turning operations (rotational parts). Now, it is pretty common 

and the systems that are installed consist of fewer machines. For example, CNC turning centres and part loading robots are widely 

used today, although not always in flexible mode. The issues behind the anomaly in development of flexible machining systems 

are that non-rotating parts are often too heavy for an operator to easily load into the machine tool. Accordingly, pallet fixtures 

were developed so that they could be loaded easily. Non-rotational parts are also more expensive as compared to rotational parts. 

These factors provide an incentive to produce them as efficiently as possible, using technologies like FMSs. Therefore, FMS is 

more applicable and mature for milling and drilling operations as compared to turning operations. Moreover, it is also being 

applied in machining operations, sheet metal press working, forging, and assembly. 

 

FMS is being widely used as it reduces manufacturing cost, increases machine utilization, leads to greater labour productivity, 

improves efficiency and is adaptable to CAD/CAM operations. Although some of the shortcomings of FMS are the high cost of 

initial set-up and maintenance as well as the requirement of skilled labour [4]. 

 

Applications of Industry 4.0 

 

The change in the landscape of traditional manufacturing is brought about by Industry 4.0. It encompasses technological 

trends like connectivity, flexible automation and intelligence which drive this transformation. Industry 4.0 creates a hybrid of the 

cyber and physical environment by connecting Operational Technology and Information Technology. Technologies like Industrial 

Internet of Things, Big Data, Cloud computing, Additive manufacturing (AM), advanced robotics, the Augmented and virtual 

reality (AR/VR) which are associated with Industry 4.0 are responsible for this convergence. The main reason for digital 

transformation is the use of these technologies that integrate the previous systems and processes through interconnected computer 

systems across the supply chain [5]. Some of the applications of Industry 4.0 are as follows - 

 Smart Factory: - Industry 4.0 facilitates a vision of an environment where logistics systems & production 

facilities are organized without human intervention. The technical foundations on which smart factory are based are 

“cyber-physical systems” that communicate with each other using IoT and Services. An important part of this process is 

the exchange of data between the product and the production line. This enables a much more efficient connection of the 

Supply Chain and better organisation within any production environment.  

 Predictive Maintenance: - By the use of technology and IoT sensors, issues in maintenance can be identified in 

live which allows machine owners to perform cost- effective maintenance & determine machinery fails and damages 

timely. 

 3D Printing: - It can print various types of geometric shapes and simplify the product design processes. It is also 

environmentally friendly. It can increase flexibility and reduce warehousing costs. 

 Smart sensors: - The central forces of innovation are driven by sensors and instrumentation. These are devices 

that generate the data and allow further functionality from self-monitoring to condition supervision of complex 

processes. The importance of sensors and smart evaluation for Industry 4.0 has been acknowledged by several experts. 

http://www.jetir.org/
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 Agriculture and food industries: - These smart sensors collect, interpret and communicate the information 

available in the plot. According to this data, the objective is to enable real-time supervision to optimise plot management 

in terms of time, costs and results [6]. 

 

There are a few theories and models like Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

that can be implemented along with Industry 4.0. Diffusion of Innovations (DOI)- Being one of the oldest models of innovation, it 

is used for managing implementation of technology and organizational change. Industry 4.0 and its implementation are 

considered as an innovation in the working style of an organization. Therefore, the companies that want to implement Industry 4.0 

can make use of DOI. As per the theory, the company needs to analyse the categories of people who need to adopt and react to 

change effectively. There are mainly five sets of people who react to change differently. These are - innovators, early adopters, 

laggards, early majority and late majority. Here, the leaders of the company need to make everyone recognise the importance of 

applying smart technologies to increase productivity. 

 
Fig 2: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

 

Fig 2 shows that the success of implementing a new technology depends majorly on two criteria. These criteria are perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use. Through these factors, it is learnt how the people will use these technologies or how will 

they respond to change. [7]. 

 

Limitations of Industry 4.0 

 

Cyber Security Issues - Cyber-Security issues can arise due to the usage of cloud and IoT based technologies. These databases 

are susceptible to cyber-attacks which may lead to issues like data manipulation and losses. Moreover, confidential information 

regarding the operations can also be leaked as a result of these cyber-attacks. 

 

Technical Issues- Industry 4.0 is a combined system of IoT technologies, cloud databases, and cyber-physical machines. 

Technical issues can be caused due to inefficient handling or improper maintenance of these technologies. Thus, it can become 

difficult for the managers to make decisions regarding implementation of changes in the supply chains or manufacturing system. 

Therefore, technical issues should be paid appropriate attention and are needed to be solved as soon as possible. 

 

Increase of Technology Maintenance Cost -Proper implementation of Industry 4.0 can help in reducing labour costs of an 

organization and also help in increasing the production rate. However, it can also lead to an increase in the technology 

maintenance cost of an organization. The maintenance costs of servers, cloud and IoT based databases are very high. The 

expenditure on resolving technical issues and for the wages of expert technicians are also quite high. Therefore, small and 

medium-sized organizations find it difficult to implement industry 4.0. 

 

Employee Training- After implementing industry 4.0, training the employees for using digital technologies and smart 

machines is very important. Without proper training, they may not be able to handle these technologies and it would lead to 

technical issues and thus hurt the productivity of the organization. However, organizations often fail to train their workforce in 

Industry 4.0 as they cannot afford the high associated costs. As a result, they do not get the proper benefit from the 

implementation of Industry 4.0 [8]. 

 

 

 

FMS and Industry 4.0 

   

Flexible Manufacturing Systems are only the start on the road to mass customization. In FMS, the machines can be made as 

flexible as possible through adaptable computer controls and automated tool selection.  However, once the setup is completed, 

only a limited number of functions can be performed. Therefore, these are complex systems requiring high initial setup costs and 

employing a combination of skilled workers and expensive robots to work to operate as per the process parameters. Once the 

systems are set up, the manufacturers have to make additional expenses to make major alterations. Therefore, these systems offer 

much greater flexibility but still the production gets limited to the pre-defined set of parameters. The integration with digital 

http://www.jetir.org/
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transformations such as the ones offered in Industry 4.0 can improve this scenario. For example, decision-making models can be 

improved by utilizing artificial intelligence [9]. 

  

The Siemens Electronic Works in Amberg, Germany provides one such example of FMS and digital technologies working 

together. The plant includes computer-controlled machines which collaborate with the employees to produce more than 50,000 

variations across a variety of 950 products. Quality Control checks have also established that the plant produces only 15 defects 

per million opportunities and also retains a 99% reliability rate. To achieve this, Siemens utilized Industry 4.0 to lay a digital 

product life cycle management cycle system. The system monitors and optimizes the processes across product lines, the CNC 

machines also communicate using the IIoT platform connected to manufacturing execution systems. In spite of all the automation, 

the plant still offers customization across its product lines [10]. To further transform the production process, new methods may be 

required. 3D printing can represent one such method; it demonstrates true flexibility with respect to digital design and production 

of parts. However, the technology costs about 10 times more than the conventional processes, therefore rendering it unsuitable for 

mass production. It is useful only for manufacturing small lots in the present scenario. 

  

Faced with these challenges, manufacturing companies should not be complacent with FMS. They should look to improve 

these systems with the help of digital transformation technologies like AI, generative design and 3D printing. Therefore, we can 

say that FMS and Industrial Automation 4.0 should be used in conjunction to refine the processes and improve flexibility. 

Automation may be achieved through adding a digital management layer to existing Flexible Manufacturing Systems or by the 

introduction of new methods to convert design parameters to manufacturing directives [11]. 

 

Future Scope 

  

The future of industry 4.0 looks extremely promising where it will allow organizations to exploit pillars such as Big Data and 

data analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), augmented reality, collaborative robots, cyber security, additive manufacturing, artificial 

intelligence, cloud computing, and finally, 5G networks. Four key areas of future research include Industry 4.0 enabling 

technologies: different levels of maturity and application potential, the integration of IoT, BDA and cloud as the data-driven 

solutions. Industry 4.0 is a lever for optimizing strategic configuration choices and achieving customer- centricity and is also an 

enabler of servitization and circular economy: from the ‘smart factory’ to the ‘smart supply chain’ concept [12]. 

 

There is a great change of perspective with Industry 5.0 (the future of Industry 4.0) which lays the foundation for Society 5.0. 

The core of Society 5.0 focuses on people as the fundamental axis of the production sector. Both production and marketing fields 

agree that beyond the focus of Industry 5.0 is Society 5.0 wherein, the products or services offered will be customized to the 

customer’s needs [13]. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Industry 4.0 has brought revolutionary changes in the landscape of traditional manufacturing.  It represents the trend towards 

automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies and processes which include IoT, CPS, cloud computing and 

artificial intelligence. The paper discusses the revolution from the first industrial revolution to the fourth industrial revolution and 

how the technology and trend have changed over the years. Flexible manufacturing system has been an integral part of Industry 

4.0 and it will play a key role in future developments. The paper also discusses the need for constant change and importance of 

latest technologies. It highlights the impact Industry 4.0 and FMS have created and discusses the scope of Industry 5.0 which 

would focus on people as the fundamental axis of the production sector. 
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